The Integrated Award Environment (IAE) is a program within GSA’s Federal Acquisition Service (FAS). We
manage the suite of systems that enable people to navigate the federal acquisition lifecycle. The beta.SAM.gov
Update delivers the latest information about consolidation efforts and other updates to IAE systems.

Contract Data Reports Integration Extension
The IAE is pleased to announce that the reports function of FPDS is slated to complete the transition into
beta.SAM.gov on October 17, 2020. At that time, beta.SAM.gov will be the only place to create and run
contract data reports and the reports module in FPDS.gov will be retired. Only the FPDS reports function is
transitioning--the rest of FPDS will remain in place. This transition concludes a successful soft launch and
agile iterative improvement process that began in March 2020.
Prior to October 17, 2020, while reports are available in both places, we encourage all users to become
familiar with contract data reports in beta.SAM.gov. Make sure to create and run reports in beta.SAM.gov
and use the feedback button in beta.SAM.gov to let us know what you think. You also should go to your
reports history to see any ad hoc reports that were migrated from FPDS.gov.
To help ease the change we have worked with users throughout the federal government and industry to
develop and hone training videos, reference guides, and FAQs that can help both new and experienced
reports users.
We recommend that new users start with:
●
●
●
●

Static Reports Reference Guide
Standard Reports Reference Guide
Ad Hoc Reports Reference Guide
Standard, Static, and Admin Reports VideoBasic Ad Hoc Reports Video

Experienced users should review the previously mentioned resources, as well as:
●
●
●

Contract Data Reports Before and After Transition from FPDS.gov to beta.SAM.gov
Quick Start Guide for Static, Standard, and Administrative Reports
Quick Start Guide for Ad Hoc Reports

We appreciate your feedback and support in the process of building beta.SAM.gov. It’s been a
truly collaborative effort among the IAE team, our users, and our stakeholders, and this
collaboration continues as we integrate reports capabilities from FPDS. We got the feedback that
you needed more time, and we hope you’ll continue telling us what you think and what you
need every step of the way.

Follow our community on Interact and be notified about the latest
news and information about IAE.

Expanded Search Capabilities on beta.SAM.gov
Improvements to the features and functionalities of beta.SAM.gov are delivered on a continual basis.
Because we use the agile process for development, we are able to adapt quickly to our users’ needs. We
have expanded the search capability in beta.SAM.gov to help you find more relevant search results. When
you enter two or more words as a phrase, the search tool will look for that phrase and prioritize results by
relevance. Learn more about this updated feature on Interact.

Follow our community on Interact and be notified about the latest
news and information about IAE.

